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"The hope of a secure and livable world lies with disciplined
nonconformists who are dedicated to justice, peace and brotherhood.
.

.

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

Wooster
this
Week

SGA presiti ent steps down
Liz Miller
Editor-in-chi-ef

T-shi-

This semester's first regular meeting of the Student Government
on
Senate
Association
(SGA)
item
had
Jan.
one
18
only
Wednesday,
on its agenda: the resignation of
President Michael Prohaska '06.
After the meeting' was called to
Jonathan
order, Vice President
in
announced,
a pre'07
.Hartschuh
winter
pared statement, "prior to
break, an incident occurred that is of
serious concern to the SGA Cabinet
and should also be of great concern to
the Senate."
According to Hartschuh, Prohaska

SGA President Mike

Prohaska steps down after
admitting to forgery.

signed the name of SGA Treasurer
Lauren Mogavero '08 to funding
request forms necessary to purchase
for SGA. "In this act, Mike did,
in fact, forge a signature" said
Hartschuh, "and, in effect, he did falsify his identity as someone else's."
As
the meeting
continued,
Hartschuh went over the timeline for
the sequence of events that transpired
after Mogavero discovered Prohaska's
actions. According to Hartschuch's
statement, the forgery was discovered
when the forms were returned to
Mogavero for corrections.
Prohaska made an ajrology to the
SGA Cabinet on Monday, Jan. 16.
In an
to the Voice, Prohaska
said, "I met with Dean Holmes on
rts

e-m- ail

"Meeting with Dean Holmes was the start of
the important process of making right on what I
did wrong; by not hiding the mistake

.-

-

Monday . 2 before tl- Cabinet meeting not only because; he was SGA advisor but more imX)rtantly, the Dean of
Students. This was the start of the
important process of making right on
what I did wrong; by not hiding the
-

--

mistake

I

made."

The following day, the Cabinet met
to discuss in more detail his actions

-

I made."

Michael Prohaska '06
Former SGA President

and their consequences. Hartschuch
said, "After discussion at this meeting,

it was clear that there were two
The first of which was to
resign his position, and the second
option being to commence impeachment proceedings."

options.

See "SGA," page 2

College holds celebration to honor MLK, Jr.

Read the continued story on
page 2.

was held on Wednesday night enti-

Emily Alward
Voice Staff Writer

tled,

Toward
"Crashing
Understanding." Members of the
Wooster community, students, and
Wooster Alumni signed up to attend.
The workshop consisted of a screen- -,
ing of the movie "Crash" in.Mateer
Auditorium. This was followed by a
dinner and discussion in Mackey
Hall of Westminster
Church.
Director of Intervention Services in
Wayne County Cameron Maneese
'79 and Ray Tucker, a counselor at
the Wooster Wellness Center, led the
activities and discussion.
Additionally, on Thursday, a panel
discussion was held at 7 ' p.m. in
Lowry" Center '. called "Savage
Racei Class, and
Inequalities?
Education in Wooster." The moderator of this discussion was Dr.
,

On Monday, Jan. 16, the world celebrated the life 'of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. Throughout the week,
Wooster continued that celebration
themed
a
through
program
"Through King's Eyes: Race, Class
and Wooster." It was focused on
MLK Jr., a man who influenced this
country immensely with his powerful
words and strong beliefs, and whose
efforts remain current even 38 years
after his assassination. The celebra- lion events centered as well on the
inequalities many people still face
here in Wooster.
In past years, Wooster has celebrated MLK, Jr.'s life, but this year
the College took a new approach.
This year, the focus has been localized, looking specifically at the issues
surrounding MLK, Jr.'s life in relation to the Wooster community,
specifically when it comes to education. Educators from the community
as well as the Wooster student body
were important participants in this
program. Susan Lee '82, assistant
dean of "students and director of
multi-ethn- ic
student affairs, com
mented on the celebration., "We
wanted to make this year's program
about race and class and discuss
these issues as they affect different
aspects of life in Wooster
mainly
education," Lee said.
This two-da- y
event, sponsored by
the Offices of Multi-ethn- ic
Student
Affairs and Interfaith Campus
Ministries, had a lot of activities
happening on campus. A workshop

Chris Beck responds to the

way has handled Mike
Prohaska's forgery. See page
3 for the column.

I
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Features .highlights the
secrets of the library
with a look at the Special
Collections on page 4.
little-know-

introduction
of
WooMooVs gives students
new television entertainment.
Read more on page 7- .WAC's
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system that is definitely separate and
not yet equal. Jonathan Kozol's most
famous quote summarizes his beliefs
on the struggle and importance of
equal education in America, "Pick
battles big enough to matter, small
enough to win."
Looking back to last year, Wooster
celebrated this event in a different
by implementing the ideas of
way
Dr. King in an interactive event, a
peaceful protest and candle light vigil.
The College, along with the help of
the Wooster community, the Wooster
Police Department, the city's mayor
and the city administrator, protested
the recurrent acts of violence on

...

;

Beall Avenue.

Campus and community efforts
continue to draw attention to and
decrease the amount of the violence,
specifically that which is racially
motivated, through such programs
as these panels and workshops.
A Celebration Art Wall was put up
in the lobby of Lowry Center on
Monday. The wall features photographs, quotes and articles that
reflect MLK Jr.'s life as well as the
history of Wooster and race relations at the College;
The wall was compiled and
arranged by Kathy Martinez '05, and
will be on display until today.

talented... and she also makes it a
point to get to know everyone individually."

Dinner's devotion t the band
shows itself particularly in her effort
to know her students. Lawrence said
she knows almost everyone by name,
an impressive feat for a band of
almost 200 students.
"She really cares about all of us,"
said Lawrence. "Ithinly if anyone'
deserves the OMEA award, it's
her. She works so hard, and she puts
so much of herself into her work,
and you can tell that it means so
much to her... It's great that she gets
to have that honor."
M
As the only music faculty member
Professor of Music Nancy Ditmer was awarded the
music education, Ditmer works
in
Distinguished Service Award for 2006, the OMEA's highest
closely with those majors, one of'
honor for music educators (Photo by Karin Johnson).
whom is Ashley Roberts '07, who is
this year serving the office of preside"I love it here. I love the kinds of fession until her late high school
president of the North Central
2002-200for the OCMEA (the colleDivision of MENC, from
students that we have here; that's the years. Her band director, and his nt-elect
Ditmer is a graduate of Capital most important thing to nie," said influence, led Ditmer to decide to giate division of the OMEA), and
University (Columbus, '72), where Ditmer. "Sometimes... a job can be a make music education her life. will serve as president next year.
"Ms. Ditmer is very, very knowlshe received a bachelor's of music in good job but not be a good job for a Ditmer loves Wooster's unique and
Music Education,
and of the certain person, and I feel like intellectual student population,
edgeable about everything she teachUniversity of Iowa, where she Wooster's been a good fit for me, and I almost to the point of feeling es," said Roberts on her experience
received her master's degree ('82) think that's the most important tiling."
with Ditmer. "She plans so well, and
spoiled.
and her all but dissertation degree in
"I like the variety, too," said Ditmer,
"This is part of being a professionyou walk in the first day and she
al person," said Ditmer of her stuMusic Education.
"While I love my music majors... it's makes you feel very welcome. ... It's
Having grown up in Ohio and havdent involvement in OMEA, "you get so much more interesting to interact just been a very good experience."
In addition to her involvement in
involved in your professional associawith people that major in all different
ing the experience of being president of Capital's student chapter of tions. ... That's probably where it all things. ..so that's one tiling 1 like the bands and courses, Ditmer also
the OMEA while she attended
started."
founded the Wooster Music Camp,
about it here, too."
undergraduate school, Ditmer found
"I always knew I wanted to be a
Dinner's effect on her students is which began in 1998 after the
it fitting to return to Ohio to teach at teacher," Ditmer said, though she did evident from their support for her.
Wooster.
See "OMEA," page 2
Katie Lawrence '07 is a three-vc- ar
not come to decide on the music pro

6,000-memb-

9.

News
Viewpoints

this week (Photo by Caroline Hotra).

uei

Scot Marching Band member, and
also served on the band board last
year. Lawrence said of Ditmer, "She's

On Friday, Jan. 27, Professor of
Music Nancy Ditmer will be honored
in Cleveland by the Ohio Music
Education Association to receive the
Distinguished Service Award for
2006, the OMEA's highest honor of
recognition.
Ditmer, who also serves as director
of both the Scot Marching and
Symphonic Bands, has taught at the
College of Wooster for 22 years,
teaching and directing classes and
bands, and is currently the only faculty member teaching music education courses.
The OMEA, founded in 1924, is a
er
large affiliate of
MENC, the National Association for
Music Education. A past president
of the OMEA, serving from 1996-199- 8,
Ditmer also served a term as

V

Swimmers go

cel-Emnian-

News Editor

J
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teacher at Lincolnway Elementary;
Nicole D. Anderson '00, a Wooster
High School graduate of 1996; and
Andrew Twiggs '06.
The title of this discussion comes
from a book by Jonathan Kozol entitled "Savage Inequalities." Kozol's
works usually focus on the study of
education in accordance with race
and' poverty. He has traveled across
America visiting both poor and rich
schools.
Kozol is convinced that our nation
is still suffering from an education

)

Sara Taggart

Check out their look and sound
on page 8.

.
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OMEA honors Ditmer with Distinguished award

about an

upcoming visit from the Kinsey
Sicks,

.

if

and Charmela, Bryant "06 joined others
Jason Reed
ot the Wooster community at Mackey Hall as part of the
naacp ebration in honor of MLK, Jr. as part of the celebration held

president and teacher at the
Opportunity School in Wooster;
Mann,
Michael
of
principal
Lincolnway
Elementary; Doris
Cantey, education specialist and

-

t

u

giouS studies at the College.
Other panel nVembers included;

Stone, Wooster
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22 years of service earns Ditmer high honors
CAMPUS

Comprehensive fees OMEA

to increase in

continued from p.

06-0- 7

i

According to Vice President for
Finance and Business Robert Walton,
the comprehensive fees for the College
of Wooster's 2006-0- 7 academic year
will rise from their current position at
$35,290.
The comprehensive fee for each academic year is set in the January meeting of the Executive Committee of
the Board of Trustees, said Walton.
Their decision should be announced
publicly by early February.

College hosted the Great Lakes

NATION

"Stardust" returns
with first comet dust
DUGWAY PROVING GROUND,
Utah (AP) A NASA space capsule
containing the first dust to be
retrieved from a comet safely landed
on Earth Sunday, Jan. 15, culminating
a seven-ye- ar
journey. Scientists hope
the samples will give some insights
into the birth of the solar system.
The Stardust spacecraft gathered
material from the comet known as
Wild 2 before its capsule illuminated
parts of the western sky on its descent
through the atmosphere.
This is not the finish line. This is
just the intermediate pit stop," said
project manager Tom Duxbury of the
in
Jet Propulsion
Laboratory
Pasadena, California.
The sealed canister is believed to
contain around a million interstellar
and comet dust particles, most of them
smaller in width than a human hair.
The dust is thought to be left over
from the formation of the solar system approximately 4.5 billion years
ago, with some samples possibly even
older than the sun.

-

BobNey

to

(R-O- H)

vacate House seat
for lobbying scandal
-

m
WASHINGTON (AP)
Ohio Republican Representative Bob
Ney temporarily stepped down from
his position as chair of the powerful
House Administration Committee fola lobbying
lowing his implication-iscandal.
The decision, prompted by a
request from House Speaker Dennis
Hastert, l.,
removed Ney from the
lobbyist-clie- nt
proceedings
of
reforms sparked by the disgrace of
GOP lobbyist Jack Abramoff.
This month Abramoff pleaded
guilty to three felonies, placing Ney in
the middle of the investigation.
Abramoff testified that he and others
offered Ney lavish compensation,
including campaign donations, in
exchange for official legislation. Ney
has denied all claims. '
Six-ter-

n

R-Il-

WORLD

Iran investigating

of WWII
Holocaust "myth"
evidence
TEHRAN,

-

Iran

1

Iran
(AP)
announced Sunday plans to hold a
conference examining evidence for
the Holocaust, a new development in
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad's
campaign against Israel that may add
to Tehran's international isolation.
Ahmadinejad previously labeled the
killing of European Jews by the Nazis
during World War II a "myth" and
stated that Israel should be removed
from the map or relocated to the
United States or Germany.
The global expression of condemnation that followed those remarks
makes it unclear to determine who
would attend an Iranian-supportHolocaust conference.
The leader of Egypt's main Islamic
opposition group expressed views
similar to those of Ahmadinejad late
last year.
democracies
have
"Western
slammed all those who don't see eye
to eye with the Zionists regarding the
myth of the Holocaust," Muslim
Mohammed
Brotherhood chief
Mahdi Akef stated on the group's
Web site.
The Muslim Brotherhood also
called the Holocaust a "myth" and
derided Western governments that
criticized those who deny the genocide happened.

Music Camp (based in Indiana) for
three years, and remains the director
of the weeklong summer camp.
During the summer, the Wooster
campus is home to approximately
450 young instrumental music students, mostly from the Ohio, but
ranging in home state from Florida
to Alaska and from 5th to Uth
grades.
"The most important thing is to
provide a good experience for kids so
that they want to come back," said
Ditmer. The camp currently keeps a
balanced rate of 50 percent returning and 50 percent new students,
while employing approximately 70
staff members.
"The camp is a great opportunity
for our music education students,"
Ditmer said. These students get not
only the chance to work closely with
the children, but also to meet and
work with the staff members, from
whom they can learn a lot, while
forming professional connections for
the future.
Roberts has in the past worked at
the music camp, and will this sum

mer be an assistant to Ditmer.
"I don't think that anyone could
deserve the award more than she
does," said Roberts. "I'm very excited
for her, because it's the biggest award
that you can get. I'm actually kind of
proud because... I get to be her student. ...I'm very happy for her."
Dinner's own reaction is more
humble than her students'. "Since

1991-199-

3),

"I've gotten as much out of it as I've given, probably more out of it than I've given. . .I've learned so
much from what I've done."

so that I would win some
award. ..but I think that's the reason
that it's come my way."
Ditmer appreciated all of the
opportunities she was offered to be of
service to the profession, saying, "I
did the best I could...I worked
hard. ..and I've gotten as much out of
it as I've given, probably more out of
it than I've given... I've learned so
much from what I've done."
to The Voice,
In an
President Hales wrote, "It has been
my privilege to work with Professor
Ditmer on a number of projects and
events in
to attend OMEA-relatwhich she has played a role.
"It is evident from these how very
deserving she is of the award. It
reflects well on her and on the
College."
"I would like to' think that I have
made a difference," said Ditmer.
Receiving the award from the
OMEA s the ultimate proof that
difference was made.
As she will next year be the president of the Da Capo committee of
the OMEA, which is made up all
past OMEA presidents, Ditmer will
soon have the opportunity to present that service award to the next
music educator who is making a
.

.

e-m- ail

ed

Nancy Ditmer

Professor of
the time has passed from when I
found out I was getting the award to
now, I'm feeling more overwhelmed
by it... with being humbled by it, and
overwhelmed with being excited
about it," said Ditmer.
"It's a big deal in the OMEA. ... I
feel very honored by it. It's not
something that I even thought
about. ..it's juj" one of those things
that came my way."
The criteria for the award are
excellent teaching and extraordinary
service to the profession of music
education and service to the OMEA

Music

College
Private
Instrumental
Conductors Association (OPCICA).
Though receiving the award cannot be attributed to any single contribution, these services and professional developments such as the
music camp are the types of contributions that set educators such as
Ditmer apart from the rest in the
field, and lead to the receptipn of the
Distinguished Service Award.
Ditmer said, "Whoever nominated
me. ..I hope that those were the
kinds of things they were thinking
about. And I didn't do those things

.

Prohaska backs out of SGA office New dorm
SGA

..

continued from p.

1

SGA Secretary of Housing Morgan
Watkins '06 said "We told him that he
would be impeached because there
needed to be two members of the cabinet who would vote against him and
there were."
Article VIII, Section 2 of the
Constitution
Student
the
of
Government Association states, in
part, that "Impeachment proceedings
may be brought against any memler of
the SGA at the discresion of the
Membership Committee, coordinated
by the Parlimentarian.
"The membership committee will
indicate these proceedings at the
request of five (5) senators or two (2)
Cabinet members."
Prohaska was not present at the
meeting, which was just shy of a half
hour long. In his absence, Hartschuch
read a statement from him, dated Jan.'
17, 2006. It stated: "Dear SGA: In my
desire to expedite ordering the SGA
I showed very poor judgment. I
sincerely apologize to the Cabinet and
the Senate for that lapse and hand-i- n
my letter of resignation as President
of SGA."
Several senators had questions about
the events that led up to the resignation.
David Adams '08 wanted more of an
explaination for Prohaska's actions, to
which Hartschuch resxmded "He basically had stated that he did not know
she Mogavero was on campus "
Prohaska added, "I'll take the mis
t-sh-

irts,

take as a lesson and move on from that."
David McNew '08 asked if
Prohaska's actions had bothered
Mogavero. Watkins responded by saying "It affected all of us, not just
Lauren."
Dapeng Hu '06, secretary of securi- -

Prohaska was given the choice to resign
or to be impeached and the Senate
moved to vote on his resignation.
The motion to accept Prohaska's
resignation passed with 14 in favor,
seven opposed and zero abstentions.
sena-- 0
Dierre Taylor '08, a first-ye- ar
tor, who voted in opposition to acceptErik Shilling
ing the resignatiQn,said, "It wasn't Editor-in-chief
'.
that big of a deal. It wasn't about
something that they should have realWhile this year and next the perly made that big of a deal about. Mike
petual housing crunch will continue,
has done a really good job as presirelief is in sight. Supported through a
dent." .
.
$3.5 million gift by Stanley Gault
"In the spirit of social integrity, and
to the College, construction of a new
during efforts to build a community.of
residence hall commences this
is expe&ted tojbe.completed for
honesty ajid trust, tits seems very",
appropiiatefof Mikl lb reigrv his' 'the
yean
post," Hartschuch said after the
The Security and Human Resources
motion passed.
Offices, now located at the northeast
"The act of fraud does not agree
corner of Wayne and Beall Avenues,
with the social responsibility that is
will be torn down to make way for the
members
expected of
of the new dorm, according to Interim
Wooster community and cannot be
Director of Residential Life Danni
tolerated."""
Schantz.
He continued "I have faith that the
It was thought that the new dorm
actions of one will not reflect poorwas to replace the Holden Annex, but
"final plans for the Holden Annex
ly on our organization as a whole,
and I hope that we may learn from have not been made," Schantz said.
this incident as to not repeat the his- -.
Because of the construction of
Kauke, requiring Luce Residence Hall
tory that is a break in honesty with
each other and the student body."
to house faculty offices, the housing
In accordance with the SGA
crunch has been particularly difficult
Constitution, under Article III, this semester. Yet, planning for the
Section 6, in the event of a vacancy
future is also a priority,
of the presidential position, the vice
"The combination of growing
president is to assume the responsienrollment, increased retention rates
bilities until an election can be held
and changing occupancies in some of
of the entire student body to our buildings," Schantz said, "necessiappoint a new president. As the vice tates additional bed space on campus."
president, Hartschuch will now
The new dorm is expected to house
serve as acting president.
bed spaces, drawn
between 65-8- 0
An election committee will be from the general room draw housing
formed at the Jan. 25 SGA meeting.
stock. It will be a combination of traShawn Sweeney '06, who lost to
ditional double rooms and suite
Prohaska in last spring's presidential
spaces, Schantz said. It will have the
election, does not intend to run for same amenities available in other '
the vacant office. "In an ideal world, I
buildings on the campus, including
would love to," said Sweeney.
laundry facilities and Internet access.
Former presidential
contender
The architects MacLachlan,
Kristin Welk '06, who also vied for the Cornelius and Filoni of Pittsburgh
office last spring similarly does not
have been selected to design the resplan to seek the position of president.
idence hall. The Pittsburgh also
Hartschuch indicated, in an
designed the blueprints for the
to The Voice, that he does plan on runongoing Kauke hall renovation.
ning for the office at this time. His
According to Schantz, Gault is
plans, he said, may change, as it "is
working with the architects to develstill somewhat up in the air."
op the building's design.
Toward the end of the Wednesday
The dorm is the last capital project
night SGA meeting, Watkins said, "I
of Independent Minds, the College's
five-yefeel like we've accepted his resignacapital campaign that will
tion and we're ready to move on."
conclude in June 2007. To date, the
campaign has raised $113.9 million
for capital projects, operations, and
Spring Break
the endowment.
Travel with
.
"Gault wanted to wrap up the
1
building portion of the capital campaign," Sara Patton, vice president of
to
Tour
development said, "so we could focus
on endowment and scholarships."
Gault, a former chairman of the
Acapulco,
College's board of trustees, has been
generous with the College in the past,
Florida.
giving funds to renovate the admisus
Now hiring
sions and alumni buildings, among
Call for
many others.
Thanks to Gault's largesse, the
Information
housing crunch may soon be alleviated. "It is very safe to say that housing
and
is very tight on campus right now,"
or
Schantz said, "and the additional

to alleviate
crowding

--

1

'

1

'44.

sum-mer.-

2ob7-2(x&8ch-

Mike Prohaska served as
SGA President since August

of 2005, succeeding Eli
Lewine (Photo courtesy of
'

OPI).

led the opposition to accepting
"I think
Prohaska's
resignation.
Mike's resignation, somewhat, was
forced by the rest of the Cabinet," Hu
said. "The punishment does not fit the

ty,

crime."

responded by saying

Java Hut adopts new line route to
speed student customer turnover
;

x

oor

.

Hartschuch

'
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America's
Student
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Jamaica, Cancun,
Bahamas
and
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Compiled by Lizzy Druga

and the MENC, which Ditmer hai
fulfilled times over by taking her
band very far, performing repeatedly
for the OH ME, and by being the
prior editor of the OMEA's magaas well as
zine (Triad
her past presidencies of both the
OMEA and the North Central
Division of MENC.
She also helped found the Ohio

Over the semester break, the Java Hut made alterations
to the standing line. The change is intended to speed up
the ordering and food reception process, so students can
once again rely on the Java Hut for a quick bite before
class. Though the line change has sped things up, some
students are caught having to weave around others to get
additional items (Photo by Andy Maloney).

on-camp-

reps.
group
discounts.
Reservations
1-800-64-

8-4849

www.ststravel.com.

spaces will be welcomed!"
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OUR VIEW
Editorial cartoon by Julia V. Hendrickson. Send comments to

Longbrake Foundation
funds new technology
For us here at The Voice, Christmas
didn't end in December. Through
their foundation, the Longbrake
Family Foundation, William
Longbrake "65 and his wife Martha
have given The Voice substantial funds
for technological upgrades, including
eight new computers and a slew pf
photography equipment.
Our needs in this area were longstanding and significant, and we feel
that the acquisition and installation of
the computers will improve this
paper's look and content in many
important ways.
We have many people to thank for
the success of our grant proposal.
Thanks, first and foremost, to Mr.
Longbrake. He has a long record of
support of student activities at
Wooster, and true to form, he's done
it again. Without his invitation to
submit a proposal, the grant would
have never gotten off the ground. ,

College facilitates alcohol abuse
This semester, the College begins a

With his generous donation, of
course, The Voice will be on stable
ground not only for the future, but
for the present.Thanks to Rebecca 0
Schmidt, Sally Patton and the stafT at
the Development Office for their support. Ms. Schmidt reviewed our proposal before we submitted it, offering
her valuable advice. And Ms. Patton
helped, indispensably, in the logistics
of the process.
Thanks to the Publications
Committee for their whole-heartsupport. And thanks to The Voice
Working Group of the Publications
Committee, which includes Professor
of history Greg Shaya and Laura
Moore '06, for their vital support.
We thank Professor Shaya, especially, for his continued encouragement, editorial assistance and tireless
devotion to our cause.
We offer our sincere gratitude to
everyone involved in the process.

Prohaska dismissal
lacked Senate input
On Tuesday I heard that Mike
Prohaska was going to resign his
position as SGA president because he
forged the signature of the treasurer
on an order form for SGA
The Senate found out on Wednesday
and most students are finding out
today fSee page 1.
Forging a
signature is a
notable offense
and removing
Prohaska was
an appropriate
action. The way
that SGA lost
chrisbeck
its president,

do with the amount of time it would
have taken to have a real discussion

with the senate. Wednesday's meeting
lasted about 30 minutes and Prohaska
was not even in attendance.
Considering that this was the head of
SGA, it would have been appropriate
to at least have a few hours and a
chance for the President to beg the
Senate's forgiveness.
What the SGA cabinet should realize is that democratic practices are
deliberately inefficient and decentralized. The process of removing
Prohaska was quick, decisive, secretive and undemocratic.
Unfortunately, this is not an isolated incident. What has become apparhowever, was
ent in meetings and from the talking
highly flawed and reflects a larger
to senators is that the Senate is not
problem with the only representative
sufficiently involved in conduct and
body that students have at Wooster.
The Cabinet, which now consists of decisions of SGA. The actions of
SGA are centralized in the hands of
the 10 executive members of SGA,
the cabinet. Regardless of how commet before Wednesday's meeting and
petent the cabinet is, the Senators are
gave Prohaska the option of being
the representatives of the classes and
impeached or resigning. Prohaska
t-sh-

new and harshef position regarding
alcohol violations, and with just
cause.

c

At my house meeting this
past Sunday
night our R.A.
informed us
that during the
fall semester
four to six students ended up
23 in the Wellness
Center every
katiefoulds

irts.

practices are deliberately inefficient and decentralized. The process of removing Prohaska was quick, decisive, secretive and
undemocratic."

complications from consuming
alcohol; there was at least one
wooster student in the hospital
every weekend except one.
Some may laugh this off, citing college as a time to party and have fun
with the occasional wasted weekend
which leads to a hospital visit.
Others who don't drink find themselves disgusted by these numbers.
And many ignore the dependence that
college students have on alcohol,
believing that once they leave Wooster,
drfhlung will hot play such a prevalent
partin their lives. Wooster's statistics
paired with the country's statistics illuminate the alcohol problem which
exists in this country, predominantly
'
with college age students.
According to the National Institute
on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism,
about 14 million adults have some
degree of dependence on alcohol and

Constitution, this ultimatum was not
entirely sound.
In SGA, impeachment is at the discretion of the Senate, although the
cabinet can request that proceedings
begin. At Wednesday's SGA meeting,
I tried to find out how the Senate
would have voted when it came to
removing the president, but I was cut
off by members of the cabinet.
However, after talking to senators
after the meeting it is clear that the
vote would have been closer than one
might think, especially considering
the less than perfect attendance at
most meetings. Regardless of the
actual numbers, there are elected representatives of the student body that
are frustrated with the decision, and
for good reason. The Senate was.
completely excluded from the
-making
process in this case. We
will never completely know the cabinet's reasoning, but part of it had to
decision-

organizations on campus and should
be more involved.
The SGA presidency automatically
Jonathan
passes to
Hartschuh '07, who is more than
qualified but currently serves as
Chair of campus council. Special elections for president will be held in a
few weeks and whoever it is will have
their hands full. Not only will they
have to further involve the senate in
the actions of SGA, but they will also
have work to complete the senate.
The Senate is designed to consist
of four senators elected by each of
the four classes, as well as four
seats and representatives from
WVN, the Publications committee,
WAC, the Cultural Council and the
Club Sports Council. Currently there
are zero junior senators, only three
senasenior senators, eight
tors and no senators from the
Cultural Council or Club Sports
Vice-Presid-

ent

at-lar-

at-lar-

ge

ge

that the earlier one starts to drink
heavily, the more likely it is that they
develop an alcohol abuse problem
later in life. These facts point to one
disturbing conclusion: college facilitates alcoholism.
It is easy to find and consume alcohol at college whether or not one is
of legal age. Though many of us are
in denial, drinking remains a rampant
activity on college campuses, espe- -

cially small campuses such as
Wooster. Someone who starts drink-

ing heavily at the age of 18 or 19 (a
relatively young age according to the
NIAAA) is far more likely to become
dependent on the substance later in
life. This" proves to skeptics that college really can breed alcoholism.
Sometimes it is not necessarily the
amount one drinks or how frequently
one has a drink but rather the reasons for which one takes that first sip.
There is no problem with drinking
socially to have a good time as long
as it is done responsibly.
There is a
problem with drinking to escape real
life or to deal with other problems.
This motivation feeds dependency.
Binge drinking is the main problem

your
hand 6n
your
,,,
- drink!"
Alcohol is all around us. It is rare
to attend a party that does not
include alcohol. A common response
to "What are you doing this weekend?" is "Getting wasted!" Many
people drink; however, I think it is
important for people to do so respon-sibl- y
It is fun to have some drjnks
with your Jrie.nds :bWWbplt
y
fun in ending up m the flack of an
ambulance getting youF'st6mach
pumped. A person who learns to
drink responsibly at a young age will
be less apt to become dependent on
alcohol later in life.
Katie is a

co-Viewpoi-

cbeckwooster.edu

com-me-

nt

at kfoulds08wooster.edu

So, I got an iPod for Christmas. As
a college student, this makes me typical in ways that make my head hurt.
As an addict for detail, the complexi
ty and size of

the thing

near-

ly drove me
insane. More

importantly
though, as a fan
of music, the
Internet and
iPod have
enkshilling
changed the
way I listened
Let me
worse.
for
the
to music, but
like
completest
music
explain. To a
1
from
hell.
is
technology
me, iPod
ever
album
REM
need to have every
made, not only the

I'm as guilty though as the next
guy. Through three days of

coffee-sippin-

frenzied

beer-dririki- ng

g,

musi-

cal completism, I hox-- to meekly
fend off the death of the album. Yet,
d

it occurred to me at some point that
will probably never get around to

I

collechearing the complete
tion of Miles Davis and John
Coltrane's Columbia Records collaborations, even though it's stored there,
nestled in between Mission Of
Burma and Milemarker.
Indeed, I've got thousands of
classics by most people's
songs
standards
that I've never listened
to: most of the Beatles, most of the
Stones, Sinatra ... You get the idea.
And on the Internet, on the other
six-di- sc

condensed into a simple rating: 8.5
out of 10, for example, or 3 12 out
of 5 stars. Eventually, as I imported
CD after CD into my computer for
eventual iPod use, I began to look
through the album artwork, getting
nostalgic for the days before mass
mp3 files, when purchasing a CD was
an event. Sunny Day Real Estate's
"LP2" was the first CD I ever bought
after
$15 of paper route wages
which I listened and listened and listened, replacing AA batteries in my
Discman at prodigious rates.
The artwork on the album, sparse
as it was, only inspired me to look
in other
deeper for information
band's acknowledgements, in exchang
ing mixtapes with friends, in sharing
rumors and read- -

i
,i
it
lt mean
.the concept otr the
album
doesn
er The People,"
much to folks anymore. Our attention spans
Murmur" and Life's have been reduced to a Kelly Clarkson single."

.

classics "Automatic

--

"

Rich Paeeant," but

inK

-s-

pin-Forme

then, deciphering
the band
taking
them on their own
was part
terms

hand, not only can I download the
timeouts, like
of the pleasure of listening to music
Beatles' complete catalogue of music
Maybe it was the iPod, maybe it
"Up," "Monster" and "Out Of Time."
on iTunes, but I can also get instant
was looking at Billy Corgan's bald
(Remember "Shiny Happy People"?) I
and
ratings of virtually every album ever
head on the inside of "Mellon Collie,"
need to have Nirvana's
made on an assortment of review
but all this information and hyperacdemos collection "With The Lights
sites, each claiming intellectual supetivity is starting to make my head
Out" in its entirety.
I need to have every Sparklehorse
hurt. My next music purchase
riority over one another.
a
will be for you,
bona fide record
If you're a music geek like I am,
album, every Sonic Youth, every
these sites are familiar, daily visits.
Miles Davis, and for you, John
Modest Mouse, every Mountain
PitchforkMeilia.com, allmusic.com,
Coltrane. I've got a lot of catching
Goats, every Jeff Buckley and every
tinymixtapes.com or rokemachine-glow.coup to do.
Robert Johnson song ever recorded.
If I don't, it will be found.
among others, all provide
Erik is a
daily reviews, spitting out music
You see, the concept of the album
of the
Voice. He can be reached for comreviews with the rapidity and casual-ne- ss
doesn't mean much to folks anymore.
of a machine gun and usually
ment at eshillingwooster.edu
Our attention spans have been reduced
to a Kelly Clarkson single.
seven years ago Pink Floyd released
their epic concept album "The Wall,"
Letters cannot exceed 3.10 words in length and must arrive to the
and it eventually sold 30 million
indie
Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
copies worldwide. Sure, in the
world concept albums will continue to
All letters must be signed and include contact information. In addithrive, but all the mainstream music
tion, the Voice reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
has to show since then are a few glam-roc- k
Please .send letters via
to voiceviewpointswooster.edu
records and Smashing Pumpkins'
be
also
hard
mail
Letters
by
sent
can
The Wooster Voice,
to
underwhelming "Mellon Collie And
1
tq
1 .
Wooster,
01
Wooster.
of
College
The Infinite Sadness."

also the

below-avera-

ge

B-si-

des

m,

co-Editor-In-C-

hief

The Voice welcomes letters to the editor

C-81-

Chris can be reached for comment at

editor of the

nts

Voice. She can be reached for

e-m- ail

council.

says,
."keep

iPods cause downfall of the album

--

avoided a long and embarrassing
process and decided to resign; however, according to the SGA

that exists on college campuses. This
type of mass consumption of alcohol
leads to 1,400 student deaths every
year. This statistic begs for the
recognition of a lingering problem.
To drink five beers throughout an
evening is entirely different from
drinking five beers in the span of an
hour. To avoid binge drinking and
alcohol related casualties we must
drink responsibly. Know your limits
don't drive after drinking, stay with
your friends, and as my mom always

18-2-

"Someone who starts drinking heavily at the
.
.
... .
age ofr 1 8 or 1 9 is far more likely to become
dependent on the substance later in life. "

due to

-

"... democratic

alcoholism is most prevalent in adults
ages 9.
The NIAAA also states

weekend

ed

,
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Take a lesson from grandma, cast onto the latest trend
Justine McCullough
Features Editor
No longer found solely in retiry-me- nt
hand-knittcommunities,
clothing and accessories have been
popping up on college campuses all
over the country in recent years.
Whether this new trend is a collective way of embracing a creative side
or merely a way to bond withgrand-ni- a,
people have
many college-ag- e
begun knitting in earnest.
The knitting frenzy began a few
years ago when a number of
and celebrities
people
revealed that they had been casting
on in their spare time.
from Madonna
to
Everyone
Madeline Albright had taken up the
craft; others included Sarah Jessica
Parker, Hilary Swank, Cameron Diaz
and Goldie Hawn.
Proving that knitting crosses gender lines, actor David Arquette
reportedly enjoys knitting as well.
Actress Julia Roberts even had one Of
sweaters publjer own hand-knittlished in McCall's.
As it is with anything endorsed by
celebrities, the general public quickly
followed suit.
Soon it was common to hear, "No, I
knitted it" after asking, "Oh, did you
get that scarf at Anthropologic?"
My own experience with knitting
began when I was nine. It was winter
vacation, and as I was not yet old
enough to manage a busy social life, I
spent time at home with my aunt
who was visiting for the holidays.
Fascinated, I watched as her fingers used the needles to magically
transform a large ball of pale green
yarn, into a pajr of the softest socks I
ed

well-kno-

had ever touched.
Just before she turned the heel of
the second sock (that was her least
favorite part, she said), my aunt
reached into her knitting bag and
pulled out a large pair of wooden
needles and some bulky blue wool.
"Want to make a scarf?"

number of knitters, various magazines devoted to the craft began to
appear, with titles such as "Vogue
Knitting" and "Knit It!"
These magazines and television
shows such as DIY Network's
"Knitty Gritty" have provided
younger knitters with the skills to

them for myself and for everyone I
knew. Not only was knitting fun to
do, but it also gave me a feeling of
accomplishment, not to mention a
drawer full of scarves.
Eventually, however, knitting a five
inch by four feet rectangle became
tiresome and I gave up the craft.

nificant amount of effort or thought.
Of course, the bonus is that knitting provides people with a creative
outlet and an opportunity to produce
article of clothing or
a
accessory.
Add this to the fact that a piece of
knitting is small and easily trans- one-of-a-ki-

nd

wn

ed

II
of Jirsa's crocheting shows the intricacy of the
craft (Photo by Karin Johnson).

Ashley Jirsa '08 and Cora. Hofstetter '08 spend a relaxing
evening crocheting (Photo by Karin Johnson).
While my first project was not
exactly similar to those pictured in
"Vogue Knitting," it got me hopelessly hooked (no pun intended).
In the years that followed, I
became a connoisseur of scarves. I
knitted them in every stitch with
every color of every yarn. I made

A

Then in high school, when I had
finally worn out the many scarves I
had knitted as a child, the art of
knitting suddenly exploded in a popular frenzy. It seemed as though
everyone was either knitting or crocheting.
To accommodate the growing

close-u- p

create contemporary items such as
iPod cases and guitar straps.
While celebrities may have
inspired the craze to cast on, the popularity of knitting has remained constant for a number of reasons.
For one, knitting is a great way to
unwind, as it does not require a sig- -

portable (i.e. one can knit practically
anywhere), and it's easy to see why
knitting has become so popular.
For additional information about
the basics of knitting or to buy supplies, check out Sew Crazy, which is
located at 142 East .Liberty St in
Wooster.

,

"In Their Own Words": exhibit showcases alumni and staff
Susie Sentevski

program," Monbarren said.
Currently on display is an exhibit
entitled "In Their Own Words," whjch
compiles several journals and diaries,
many of which are extremely old. A
numlx-of the works are written by
alumni, faculty and staff of the College
of Wooster, such as the journal of
Annie B. Irish.
Irish played a major role in the
women's history of the College and
has been considered the unofficial first
Dean of Women. She worked to
develop the first Women's Advisory
Group and moved female students
onto campus with the first women's
residence hall.
I Ier diary covers her life growing up
as a w oman in the 19th century, including gems of information such as how
the shooting of President Garfield
affected her family of diplomats.

Voice Staff Writer
The College of Wooster takes pride
offering its students several
resources to aid them in their studies.
Sitting in modest magnificence is the
library's Special Collections department, one such resource which has tarn
around for nearly a decade.
This department houses and preserves several collections of rare, old
texts to be used in research, including
the Compton Collection, the Josephine
Long Wishart Collection: Mother
Home and Heaven and the Notestein
Collection, to name a few.
By keeping them in the specially
designed facility and otf the circulation
shelves the texts in these collections
are kept in better condition for those
in

r

who need them.
---.

Special Collections displays various writings composed by
alumni, faculty and staff. The current collection will be open
through Mar. 10 (Photo by Mac Buehler).

The display also offers pieces such as
"Arn's War," written by Edward Am.
Arn graduated from the College of

Special Collections librarian Denise
Monbarren points out that it's a wonderful situation that Wooster finds itself
in to have these resources.
"Having
these collections certainly supports the
undergraduate program and the I S.

Webster in 1931 and served in WWII
before returning as the school's director
of development; he eventually became

"

In his
director of alumni relations.
book, Arn writes of his time spent
fighting during the war with the 30th
Infantry Division.
The display presents several other
works by people who have been very
involved with the College. However, it
also includes texts less related to
Wooster but remarkable and noteworthy nonetheless, such as "Diary of a
Genius," inscribed by Salvador Dalt.

The previously mentioned writings
are just a few examples of the numerous pieces that can be viewed weekdays
between the hours of 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
from now until Mar. 10 in Special
Collections, located on the lower level of
Andrews Library.
Special arrangements are necessary
to view additional works from the collections. More information is available by contacting Denise Monbarren
(ext. 2527) or Elaine Smith Snyder
(ext. 2155).
Monbarren assures that after viewing
the types of texts mentioned here, she
is left in awe. "Every day is a new treasure," she said with a smile.

Speakers address global issues at upcoming lecture series
Gillian Helwig
Assistant Features Editor
Facelxok. Hazing.
years, the media has focused a
substantial amount of its coverage of
America's' colleges on concepts like
Keggers.

In-rece-

nt

these.

Although these issues do exist in
many of the nation's schools the ample
exH)sure of such news items sends the
message that colleges have ceased to lie
stages for intelligent discussions
between eager learners.
At Wooster, however, this is not so.
ty
Forum on
The
Great Decisions in American Policy
has txrn around for 26 years and is
once again offering Wooster students
the chance to hear and discuss inijxtr-taAmerican issues with renowned
lecturers.
'These lectures give students and
community menilcrs a new htski live
on pressing issues of American publicforeign policy," said Brad Ingraliam
'07, a political science major and the
first student representative to the
Great Decisions Committee.
"They are sure to be interesting and
each presentation also oilers the opxr-tunit- y
to ask the scakers questions on
their field of study"
College-Communi-

nt

Frieda Fuchs political science professor at the College and a Great
Decisions committee meinler, agreed
that the forum series oilers memlers of
the College and greater Wooster communities the chance to hear several
noteworthy scakers.
"We are fortunate to have leen able
to draw high-alibexperts, despite
our somewhat limited budget," she said.
In this semester's series, the six
speakers are spread out through
January and February. According to
the official College news release, the
forums are titled to reflect important
questions alout issues concerning the
The first forum,
nation right now.
"Who's Responsible for Human
Bights?" will le presented by Erin
Kelly, an associate professor of philosophy at Tufts University, on Jan. 25.
"Can Our Economy Remain Stropg?"
is the topic of the Jan. 31 forum led by
Kolx-rSamuelson of Newsweek and
the Washington Post. Rwandan student Stephanie Nyomhayire from
Swarthmore University and Harvard
graduate student Bee Hamilton will
consider the question "Can We Stop
Genocide?" on Feb. 7.
A week later, on Feb 1, James
Sutterlin will present "Whither the
I'uit.-i- l Nati.ins?" Sutterlin, w ho is cur
er

t

Distinguished Fellow in
Nations studies at Yale
University, is also a former diplomat
and former Director of the Executive
Office of the Secretary General of the

energy level Qit the Great Decisions

United Nations.

involved with most.
"The two speakers have very interesting backgrounds and work for the

rently
United

a

series."
Ingraham also expressed excitement
for the series especially "Can We Stop
GetKX'ide?" on Feb. 7, the'forum he was

China Democratize And
Should It?" on Feb. 21, is the question
that will be addressed by Marc
Blether, professor of politics and East
Asian Studies at Oberlin College. The
final forum in jhe series, "Will
American Decline?" will be presented
by David Hendrickson, professor of
political science at Colorado College
"Will

on Feb

2.

the series as a venue to challenge our assumptions and ways of
seeing the world and as a venue lor a
good discussion," said Fuchs noting
that Ingraham's help was instrumental
in fulfilling her objective of attracting
more students to this year's series.
She also said that her own experiences of successful forums at UCLA
during grad school have showed her
the Mtential tor the exchange of ideas
at the Great Decisions forums.
"The audience was very mixed,
of students faculty and ineni-Im- ts
of the community. That combination made the question and answer sessions exciting. I Iioh' to match the
"I see

com-K)s-

ed

organization
Genocide
Intervention
Network," he said.
"Stephanie
is
a
Nyombayire
Rwandan
student
attending
Swarthmore
Bee
College, and
Hamilton is a current law student
student,
.Hamilton

non-pro-

fit

They will bring unique perspectives on
genocide and the. global struggle
against it."
With the wide array of topics presented at this year's series Fuchs hopes
that students will be drawn to the discussions.

"Many of our themes address pressing problems of our time," she said.
The Forum on Great Decisions in
American Foreign Policy will take
place in the Gault Recital Hall in;
Scheide Music Center. It is free and
'
open to the public

Could you be the next big
name in Voice reporting?
The Features section is looking for new

talent. No previous experience necessary.

contact

voicefeatureswooster.edu

100 Bottles of 'Beer on the Wall...
J.
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ASSING OUT DOESN'T MEAN SLEEITTIG

Alcohol Poisoning;
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FACT:

'

Medical Emergency

Ages

can you tell If someone is about to become a victim of alcohol poisoning? And if
they are
hat can you do to help?

ow
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the peak years for onset
and intensification of the
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'
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most common mental

Unconscious or semiconsciousness..

:

Slow

:

I

respiration (breaths) of eight or less per minute or lapses between breaths of more
than eight seconds.

health problems among

Cold,

youth

dammy,pafe or bluish skin.
In the event of alcohol poisoning, these signs and symptoms will most likely be accompa- I nied by a strong odor of alcohol.
prh these are obvious signs of alcohol poisoning, the list is certainly not all inclusive.
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coincides with

18-- 24
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- including alcohol

abuse.
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a person who exhibits one or more

of the signs and symptoms Call Secu- rity (2590) take them to the Wellness Center, contact a member of the Residence Life
Staff or Call 911. Po what you would do in any medical emergency-c- all immediately.

I

mm waning tot swt to respond, gently turn tne intoxicated person on hisher side and
I

that position by placing a pillow in the small of the person's back. This is impor- - j
tant to prevent aspiration (choking) should the person vomit Stay with the person until 1
maintain

J

f

.

If a person appears to be "sleeping

it

semi-conscio-

-

If you are having
I

"Of,

off it is important to realize that even though a

person may be
alcohol already in the stomach may continue to enter the
bloodstream and circulate throughout the body. The person's fife may still be, in danger.

I
j-

.

medical help arrives.
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difficulty in determining whether an individual is acutely intoxicated,"

contact a health professional immediatelyyou cannot afford to guess.
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effects of alcohol intoxication are greatly influenced by indi vidual variations among osers.
become intoxicated at a much lower Bbod Alcohol Concentration (BAC) level than is shown
The
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slight euphoria and loss

relaxed and maybe a little lightheaded.

of shyness. Depressant effects are not apparent.

.

reaxation, ower inhibitions, sensation ot warmth. L' 'Dhona. vome minor im- piirment of reasoning and memory, lowering of caution. Your behavior may become exaggerated and emotions
intensified (Good emotions are better, bad emotions are worse)
BAC.
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Unintentional Injury
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Slight impairment of balance, speech, vision, reaction time, and hearing
phor ia J idgment and
reduced, and caution, reason and memory are impaired, .08 is legal!., impaired and it is illegal to

level. You will probably believe

that you are functioning better than

0 JOO.I2S BAC Significant impairment of motor coordination and loss of good
babnce, vision, reaction time and hearing will be impaired. Euphoria.
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Gross motor impairment and lack of physical control. Blurred vision and major loss of balance.
and dysphoria (anxiety restlessness) is beginning to appear. J idgment arid perception are
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verely- impaired.
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may appear. The dnnler has the appearance of a "r hpp

Feeling dazed, confused or otherwise disoriented,

,

dr1 in.

'

.'ay need he to stand or wall If v mj' re yO'
feel
you may not
the pain. Some people experience nausea and vomiting at this le el The gag refle is impaired and you can chor e if you do vomit. Blackouts are lilely at this level so yc ma , not ememl:r .viiat has hap-
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Smuckers taste test benefits locals
Julie Hufnagel

from all across Wooster to represent
a wide variety of people ready and
Voice Staff Writer
willing to find an appetizing way to
give back to their community. All
This past Tuesday, Westminster
evening, they filtered into the
Church collaborated with the J.M. Church house to do
their part to help
Smucker Company on a taste test to the Wooster
charities. Arriving by
raise money for local charities.
foot and car, the participants gathHeld at the Westminster Church ered at the Church house in shifts,
House, 120 people participated in a giving over their time and stomachs
taste test to earn money for a good for the greater good. Participants
cause.
first watched a short video from
Westminster has been recruiting Smuckers. They then tasted a variety
participants for months, asking that of new cakes and jams.
they give 20 minutes of their time in
On each of the new items, the
order to aid a local charity. By simply taster filled out a short survey on the
sampling several mouth-waterifood, rating it on such attributes as
cakes, tasters were able to fill their taste and consistency, being sure to
stomachs with free desserts while savor and sample each of the new
helping out the city of Wooster at and innovative recipes.
the same time.
Here, tasters got to be a part of a
Headquartered for 108 years in worthwhile and innovative new way
Orrville, Ohio, Smuckers has develto help determine the new recipes of
oped an enduring relationship with Smuckers cakes as well as help out
the community. The company the community through donating to
strongly advocates charity and educharity, while filling their own bellies
cation, and frequently works with during an evening of desserts and
local programs and the College.
friends.
Both students and locals got
When they had completed their
involved
nvoived in the taste test, coming portion of the taste test, tasters' con- ng

tributions to the Smuckers line did
not go unrewarded. For their efforts,
participants also brought home many
free samples of jams and other products from Smuckers in appreciation
of their contributions to the company's products.
Each taste tester also earned
money from the company for their
efforts, which in turn was given to
the Westminster Church to be distributed to local charities on the
school's behalf. In all, over $1200
was earned for dispersal to charities
such as Every Woman's House,
People to People and the Hospice of
Wayne County.
Tasters who participated in
Tuesday's Smuckers taste test went
home with the knowledge that they
helped out local charities and a few
treats to snack on later while reflecting on an evening well spent.
Participants were also given the
option of joining Smuckers' panel of
official taste testers, to be called in
the future whenever their services
are needed. Each session earns the
taster $15 in addition to the free
desserts,

t

Volunteers aid in hurricane relief
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During winter break, 11 Wooster students traveled to Louisiana
to aid in hurricane relief efforts. Pictured behind the house they
were rebuilding are College volunteers Bethany King '07,
Marisa Vitols '07, Aleisa Myles '06, Rebecca Ruff '09, Ross
Stevenson '08 and Andrew Stebbins '07 (Photo courtesy of
Marisa Vitols)
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Take to the cold to heat up your winter with snowy activities'
Melissa Simmelink
Features Editor
As the excitement of a new semesto fade, gray skies and
chilled weather remind students that
a long eight weeks stand between
now and the next glimpse of carefree
fun and relaxation at spring break.
As if surviving the intensity of
academics and
commitments weren't enough, surviving
the unpredictable Wooster winter is
a challenge unique to COW students.
The often melancholy weather,
paired unfortunately with limited
local entertainment, provides little
relief after drudging through a week
of readings and equations, papers
and quizzes.
When friends fall back into old routines, mundane study sessions become
unbearable and the UG just doesn't
have its usual energizing effect, take to
the cold to heat up your winter with
revitalizing local adventures.

ter begins

extra-curricu-

remains open until 2 a.m.
Daily lift tickets range from $20-$3- 1
depending on the day and time
with a student I.D. Further details
are available at www.snowtrails.com.
Also locally, Boston Mills and
Brandy wine Resorts offer specialized
deals for students. Just 50 minutes
away from campus in Peninsula,

sport. More information can be found
at www.bmbw.com.
For the more ambitious and adventurous enthusiast, or anyone looking
for an alternative to a weekend on
campus, extended trips to New York
resorts offer a refreshing
The bigger and longer runs,
accompanied by the ski town atmos- mini-vacatio- n.

lar

Sledding

comended. The cost is $8 for unlim
ited runs. In addition to tobogganing, a warm lodge housing food and a
crackling outdoor fireplace can be
enjoyed.
Ice Skating
Closer to home, the Wooster community offers public ice skating sessions at the Alice Noble Ice Arena
throughout the winter
The arena is located at 851
Oldman Road. Hours vary, and DJ
entertainment is frequently provided
during evening sessions. Students
skate for $5, and skate rentals are
available for $2.

If skiing seems a little too costly
or intense, head for the hills and take
advantage of rolling Ohio for the
perfect sled ride. Local hills in the
Wooster community offer great
options, in addition to state parks
such as Mohican, in Ashland County.
For a night out on the town, consider sledding near campus and
enjoying hot chocolate or coffee
downtown at Seattle's as a night cap.

Skiing and Snowboarding
As
winter pastimes, skiing and snowboarding are
activities that provide excitement
and adventure regardless of experience and skill level. Small ski resorts
are
the
scattered throughout
Midwest, each uniquely charming
and full of different features.
Snow Trails, located 40 minutes
away from Wooster in Mansfield,
Ohio, is the perfect day trip ideal for
beginner skiers and snowboarders.
With lift tickets and rentals offered
at reasonable rates, and a group lesson option for $15, beginners gain an
edge and safely learn to dominate the
bunny hill in addition to being introduced to the challenges skiing and
snowboarding present as a sport.
The 16 trails are open Monday-Frida- y
10 a.m.-l- O
p.m., and 9 a.m-1- 0
p.m. on the weekends in addition to
selected Saturdays when the park

the resort's elegant lodge or at a
selection of nearby hotels for affordable prices with perks including
saunas, hot tubs, indoor pools and
restaurant service.
The town also offers a great selection of wineries, diners and shops to
explore after a day of skiing. Further
information can be obtained at
www.pknpk.com..
All of the resorts offer cozy lodges
for warm-u- p
stops, where skiers can
sip hot chocolate by the fire or enjoy
cafeteria-styl- e
dining. Warm, water
resistant and layered clothing is recommended.

much-anticipat- ed

Illustration by Andy Maloney.

Hiking

For a change of pace from local
trails like those at Spangler, Ohio's
73 national parks offer guided hikes
as well as
nature trails.
Well-ke- pt
paths in addition to cabins and other accommodations for
weekend trips make winter hikes
enjoyable escapes.
Hocking Hills, in Logan, Ohio, features getaway packages used for
retreats, couples and families. An
Tobogganing
upcoming and popular event at
Hocking Hills is the Valentine's
With or without snow, the toboggan runs at the Chalet in Mill Stream Sweetheart walk on Feb. 11. Other
Run Reservation in Strongsville attributes to the park include lessons
operate regardless of the weather in maple sugaring, ice fishing,
and cave tours.
phere create a memorable experience
now through February.
More
extreme
hiking and backfor a skier or snowboarder of any
Located at Valley View Parkway,
also
locatat select
available
packing
are
skill level. Peek'n Peak Resort,
the ice chutes are about 40 minutes
More
numerinformation
and
ed in Findley Lake, New York, is from Wooster. Between the hours of parks.
be
selections
can
found
ous
park
at
three hours from Wooster, but well
p.m on Thursdays,
p.m.
Web site for the Ohio
worth the drive.
on Fridays, noon-10:3- 0
p.m. on the
The 27 trails cater to a diversity of Fridays and noon-- 5 p.m. Saturdays, Department of Natural Resources at
skill levels, and the resort additionalthe public is welcome to enjoy a www.dnr.state.oh.us.
ly features programs for snow shoethrilling ride straight down a choice
When the stress of school
skiing and snow of two steeply vertical ice loges.
ing, cross-counttubing. The cost of lift tickets varies
Tobogganers carry and manuever inevitably sets in, refuse to fall victim
based on time and day, rentals are four-perssleds up numerous ' to the mundane routines of another
available and group1 or private lesflights of stairs, and descend the ice semester. Fight the winter doldrums
chutes at thrilling speeds. Gloves are by exploring the fun that the season
sons are offered.
Accommodations can be made at required, and warm clothes are rec- - has to offer.
self-guid- ed

snow-mobili-

Ohio, both resorts offer extensive
trails and four terrain parks.
Late night sessions and snow tubing are held at Brandywine, where
college I D. night admits students for
$10 on Friday nights between 10:30
p.m. and 3 a.m.
Also, ladies ski free during the
same times on Saturday nights.
Typically, lift tickets cost between
and rentals are available.
$1
Despite a generally crowded atmosphere, Boston Mills and Brandywine
are a great escape for local skiers
seeking relaxed enjoyment of the
7-$- 39,
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WooMooVs TV channel set to debut on Wooster cable
Karin Johnson
Chief Staff Photographer
The Wooster

Activities

Crew

(WAC) is broadening its offerings in
the coming weeks for the spring
semester of 2006 with the addition
of a movie channel for the College's
student body. The new channel,
titled "WooMooVs," will bring
movies to Wooster students on the
College's cable network.
Dottie J. Collura, Assistant
Director of Student Activities,
brought the idea to the Wooster
campus from her previous job at
Saint Joseph's College in Rensselaer,
Indiana. She saw the success that the
channel had with the students there
and brought the idea to Wooster.
She discussed it with the WAC film
chair David Sinanik '06 and the rest
of the organization. They were in
favor of the idea and for the past
three months, they have been working to make it a reality. WooMooVs
is forming and last logistics are
being organized in order to tenta- -

tively make its debut on Feb. 1 .
This week, WAC signed a year and
a half contract with Swank Motion
Pictures, Inc. Swank is an "authorized distributor of copyrighted
motion picture titles for
public performances." Collura
explained that is these are not for
public viewing like movies shown in
Mateer Auditorium.
WAC has handled the contract
negotiations and funding for the
project. They are renting a digital
media player (DMP) for the year and
a half contract. It will be used to air
the videos on the channel, which will
be operated by the Information
Technology (IT) staff.
WooMooVs will start airing
around Feb.
on Channel 2.
Currently the channel is used for
notifications of events as well as airings of some forums at the College.
Eventually WooMooVs will move
from Channel 2 and will replace an
entertainment channel in the current
cable offerings. The switch is expected to happen this summer and the
channel that will be replaced has yet
non-theatri- cal

1

to be determined.
The channel will operate in
monthly rotations. There will be 12
movies per month that will continuously play for approximately 20
hours a day, depending on the
movies' lengths.
The other four hours will be for
other purposes such as broadcasting
forums. This means that each movie
w ill play at least a few times a week.
WAC also hopes to offer commercials in between the movies that will
highlight campus and WAC events.
Smanik consulted with the RA
staff to select the genres presented
on the network. They chose the
movies for the first month of viewing. The movies are "Animal House,"
"Ray," "Crash," "Must Love Dogs,"
"Cinderella Man," "Love Actually,"
"Bad News Bears," "Enron: Smartest
Guy in the Room," "The Constant
Gardner," "Hustle and Flow," "Lord
of War" and "The Exorcism of
Emily Rose."
Each month a movie pamphlet will
be provided for students that shows
which movies will be playing and

will include a picture of the movie
poster.
Future movies will be determined by
students who fill out preference forms
that will be offered at the Student
Activities Office in Lowry. Students
can choose genres of film that they
enjoy and submit movie titles. WAC
will eventually offer this online.
There will also be a feedback
forum that will allow students to
comment on movie choices.
This channel is directed towards
the desires of students. Smanik
commented that he is "fully committed to having this channel to be representative of students' preferences
and the student population."
Along with movies that are for
entertainment purposes, Wooster
will also offer "Building Student
Success Videos." The video topics
include alcohol awareness, credit
card debt and stress management in
the college experience.
With the license, Wooster will
receive a whole library of these
videos. They will be available to student leaders in a variety of extra- I

curricular areas such as sports teams
and Greek organizations. Resident
Advisors can also use them for hall
or house programs and conflict resor
lution. WAC is in the process of having these available in the media
library.
WAC has worked closely with
ResLife staff and IT Director Janet
Russel and IT staff to make
WooMooVs a hopeful success.
Collura commends IT for helping
to get the channel and for training
their student employees to operate
the DMP.
She says that they are an "integral
part of the success of the channel
and WAC appreciates their assistance and involvement." Collura
went to' ResLife to discuss using the
student success videos along with
movie suggestions. She noted that
they have provided a good support
network for WooMooVs.
Collura has worked hard with the
WAC staff in attempt to make this a
success and says that she is "really
proud of the determination of David
Smanik and WAC."
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Where can you go for help?
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If at any time, you or a friend need he,
related to alcohol useabuse or over
consumption please feel free to utilize these
resources:
'

'

Residence Life Staff (2498)

:

cr Central Office Staff)

(RA, W)y AC,

Wellness Center

Staff (2319)

(Nurses, counselors, or other staff)
Security Staff (2590)
RrstResponders(cal Security 2590)
Sober friends
Call 91

Man
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Websites you might want to check
'
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Kinsey Sicks bring dragapella act to campus
Molly Lehman
Voice Staff Writer

queens are wickedly gay, and man, can
they sing!" raved the Los Angeles
Times.
The group has had an equally
tive effect on the Wooster Activities
Crew. "Our Assistant Director of
Student Activities Dottie Collura
has seen them perform and said they
are absolutely hilarious!" wrote Erin

Award for Best Lyrics.

In addition, the group has won
numerous a cappella awards. They
currently have recorded five CDs:
"Dragapella," "Boyz 2 Girlz," "Sicks in
the City," "I Wanna Be a Republican"
and "Oy Vey in a Manger: Christmas
Carols and Other Jewish Music."
This impressive reputation has

'

Straight out of California, the drag-quesinging quartet known as the
Kinsey Sicks will soon be descending
on the Wooster campus in a flurry of
lipstick, sequins and sharp wit. The
group is nationally acclaimed for their
flashy, funny performances, which feasinging and
ture barbershop-styl- e
hilarious banter between "Rachel,"
"Winnie," "Trampolina" and Trixie."
The Kinsey Sicks began 13 years
ago at a Bette Midler concert in San
Francisco. A group of friends dressed
as the Andrews Sisters, assuming that
the concert would attract a large gay
audience. At the concert, as the only
drag queens in attendance ("except for
Bette," the group's Web site adds),
they were asked to perform. Realizing
that everyone in the group had musical backgrounds, the friends sang and
harmonized for the crowd.
One year later, the Kinsey Sicks
gave their first public performance in
the Castro District in San Francisco.
Since then, they have traveled all
around the country, performing in the
Herbst Theatre in San Francisco, the
Nordstrom Recital Hall in Seattle and
the Ogden Theatre in Denver. The
shows they have produced and performed include "The Balled Sopranos,"
"Motel Sicks: A Dragapella Summer
Vacation," "Everything But the Kitsch
'n' Synch" and "GreatesTits."
In 2001, at the famed Studio 54 in
New York, the production "DRAGAPELLA!" starring the Kinsey Sicks
was introduced to the public. This
hit
quickly became an
awards,
and was nominated for two
for Best
the Lucille Lortel-Awar- d
Musical of 2001 and the Drama Desk
en

fall. "It's definitely a unique performance," she said. "We did get wind that
they would be hitting it big and managed to book them."
This turned out to be a stroke of
luck for the College. The Kinsey

Give me more

of that "24"

Last night I had a dream in which a
cat was sent to assassinate my family.
Sicks are becoming increasingly
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that the group
him. This was
lizweiss
acceptance as well as fun to the camupsetting for two
will
a
provide
pus. "I think this show
love
I
cats, and I never .
First,
reasons.
lot of fun as well as a unique experione, even if
chloroform
to
culturalwant
ever
ence," said Collura. "This is a
rifle.
assault
an
he
is
brandishing
ly diverse group of young men who
been
over a
it's
Second,
though
even
have a lot to offer."
of
watched
seasons
I
two
since
week
Plant agreed. "We hope to bring a
still
me
five
it's
giving
days,
little culture and humor with this "24" in
nightmares.
event. It's all in good fun and if it
I stumbled into "24" innocently
makes someone rethink their previous
that's all enough, via a marathon on TNT.
notions about drag queens
the better!" she wrote. "WAC also After two episodes, I was hooked,
unable to eat, sleep, drink or move
hopes to bring awareness to the community of Wooster. Known for being until I'd finished the first season. 13
hours later (I missed the first few
conservative, we would like to see peo'
""'
- - m
S
.r
iliin
episodes) I emerged from a
themselves
and
from
ple
enjoy
town
The Kinsey Sicks, made up of "Rachel," "Winnie,"
hungry, shaking, numb-asse- d
experience an
"Trampolina" and "Trixie," will perform Jan. 24 at 7 p.m. in
and eager for more.
After These Messages, an
"dragapella" group, the Kinsey
McGaw. A
Of course, the clever folks at TNT
a cappella group, will
had shown us the first two episodes of
Sicks offers a unique blend of comedy and music. Their open for the Kinsey Sicks.
The show will take place on the second season. And I was jonesin'
Wooster performance will be one of their last before an
bad for episode three. Fortunately, my
Jan. 24 at 7 p.m. in McGaw
Tuesday,
extended Vegas run (Photo courtesy WAC).
Chapel. Students, faculty and staff mother shares my addictive personaliof special events
are admitted free with COW card; all ty, and within minutes, she had
extended to the critics as well. "If Plant '07,
"She
recin
WAC,
for
is
a
a
other
medicine
for
tickets are $5 at the door. No Netflixed it. Disc one of season two
recent
the
best
laughter
advance tickets are being sold. The arrived the next day.
world run amok, then the Kinsey ommended them and was able to book
The disc, however, contained only
them just in time before they signed a
doors open at 6 p.m. and a large
Sicks are brain surgeons," said Key
' West Citizen. "The Kinsey Sicks will
two more new episodes. We ultimatecrowd is expected. For more informacontract for an act in Las Vegas."
Collura saw .the quartet perform at
tion or! the show, visit the OfFice of ly resorted to borrowing the whole
put a smile on your face and a song in
for
Association
Student Activities or call them at season from my friend Liz, which
National
the
Campus
your heart. These four
meant 24 episodes of "24" were in our
convention
last
Activities. (NACA)
possession at once.
By then, my dad and my older
-brother had gotten in on the act.
Every night for three nights we hud- - .
. sideration the need for a balance of
Gruening '06.
died around the television as soon as
Vanessa Lange
Because of the number of soloists,
instruments as well as a balance in
my parents got home from work,
Arts Editor
most pieces will not be performed in representation from each school.
snapping at each other, growling at
One exception is
Nancy Ditmer, professor of music
It's a big weekend for music on their entirety.
the phone, sometimes making a per- campus, starting tonight with the Hayden's. Symphony No. 92 in G education and one of OPCICA's origifunctory effort at something resenj--.
'
Wooster' ' Symphony
cdrhpos- - nal founders, is the host of this year's
' Chamber,' Major ("OxJjr47 Jnof-thbling dinner, but more often 'than not
festival and will direct one piece
Orchestra. The'Chamber. Orches'tra, er's most famous symphonies'.
shoving fistfuls of Wheat Thins into
directed by Jeffrey Lindberg, profesTonight's concert starts at 7:30 played by the Honors Concert Band.
our mouths between episodes and
"It's exciting to be in front of a
sor of music, is made up of approxip.m. in Gault Recital Hall and is free
shooting deadly glances at whoever
group that represents the cream of
mately 35 musicians selected from the and open to the public.
dared continue crunching once the
The tunes continue Saturday and the crop, the best of the best, among
larger Wooster Symphony Orchestra.
next hour began. My absent siblings
The group concentrates on chamber Sunday when the College hosts the , music students," Ditmer said.
were greeted with unusual coldness
Ashley Roberts '07, Benjamin
19th annual Ohio Private College
music more appropriate for smaller
when they called, and the neighbor
Instrumental Conductors Association Weaver '08, Chelsea Conover '07,
orchestras.
child selling cookies to aid paraplegic
in.li
Tonight's concert will feature (OPCICA) Honors Festival. OPCICA Benjamin Strecker '08, Utley, Daniel
war orphans with chickenpox got the
Cohen '06 and Cory Smith '00 will all
works by Haydn, Vanhal, Beethoven,
was founded in 1987 to promote comRachel Valente '06 rehearses door slammed in her face.
Rossini and Mozart.
munication and resource sharing
represent Wooster in the Honors
It was an amazing experience. But
her flute solo with the I quickly realized that you can't watch
Concert Band. Chosen from Wooster
"The annual chamber orchestra
among the music departments of prito perform in the Honors Jazz Wooster Symphony Chamber "24" nonstop without a few ill effects.
vate colleges in Ohio. The organizaconcert is set up to feature talented
included
fewer
Ensemble are Jeremy Hohertz '06 and
said
than ten
senior soloists,"
Lindberg, who tion originally
Orchestra (Photo by Karin After that first day, I felt uneasy in a
Colin Turner "06.
since
formed the ensemble ten years ago.
schools but has doubled in size
room by myself. I felt uneasy in a
Johnson).
Ditmer emphasized that only two of
Beethoven's Overture to "The
its inception.
room with other people, for that matthese students, Utley and Roberts, are by Jeffrey Lindberg. The Honors
Each year, OPCICA selects musiCreatures of Prometheus," Op. 43
ter. I found myself cocking an imagiConcert Band will perform Sunday,
music majors. The others participate
will feature guest conductor, Doug cians to perform in the Honors
nary pistol before bursting through
Jan. 22 at 1:30 p.m. following the
because they "simply enjoy making
Buchanan '06. Other seniors who Concert Band and Honors Jazz
doors, and I always burst, never sim- -, '
Wooster Symphonic Band, directed by
will be featured throughout the conEnsemble. Participating schools each music."
ply opened and walked through. Bad
Ditmer. Both concerts will be held in
The Honors Jazz Band will perform
cert are Dan Utley '06, Jeremy nominate a maximum of eight stuguys, terrorists, nuclear bombs, spies
Hohertz '06, Rachel Valente '06, dents and the final musicians are then Saturday, Jan. 2 at 7:30 p.m. following McGaw Chapel and are free and open and Jack Bauer suddenly populated my
to the public.
the Wooster Jazz Ensemble, directed
Sheila O'Connor '06 and Doris ' selected by OPCICA, taking into con
ordinarily peaceful slumber. Low key
anxiety dreams alxut forgotten
appointments and typos in my resume
gave way to torture, cat assassins and
Kim Bauer calling at inopportune
sionment with the American dream
Hollywood kicked off awards show season Monday night with the Golden
Kate Bourque
In 'The First Three Lives of Stuart
moments to say she'd gotten herself
Globes, a tribute to the year's best in film and television by the Hollywood Foreign
Voice Staff Writer
Hornsley," Stuart finds a way to go into some stupid trouble and I had to
Press Association (HFR4). The results of the Golden Globes are the best predictor
fix it before I could disarm the bomb.
back in time to change his destiny and
Late Night Activities and the camawards, the Oscars. This year's ceremony
of who will win that award-ofal- lreunite with his true love.
The last show I watched with such
a film
pus libraries are
included all of the standard glitz, glitter and awkward shots of tipsy celebs, but few
"Deathdealer: A Documentary" is a intensity was "Strangers with Candy."
presentation entitled "The Art of
surprises, as most of the favorites walked away with the prize. Below is a list of
Short Film Festival" this Sunday, Jan. "mockunientary" in which a camera Before that it was "Sex and the City."
some of the night's big winners, compiled from the HFPA's Web site, www.hjpa.org.
crew follows a salesman from door to Neither program left me unscathed:
22, at 9 p.m. in Lowry 120. This event
Indie-Filis
door on his daily rounds.
of
the
images of Jerri Blank starving herself
Television Awards
Film Awards
"Inja" takes place on a South African for a spot on the debate team have
series that the Lite Night Activities
tainted happy memories of high
sponsors every month and part of farm during the Apartheid.
Best Television Series
Drama
Best Motion Picture
Rad,"
is
in
done
Welcome
school forensics, and I can't seem to
"Das
a
of
clayniation,
a
Week
their
(WOW),
Drama
Brokeback Mountain
between
on
hill.
rocks
welcome
have a romantic experience or disa
week
two
dialogue
students
to
of
events
Lost
films
acclaimed
feature
some
back
The
to
pense romantic advice without lookcampus.
Musical
Best Motion Picture
in
roles,
includtalent
will
include
musical
six
festival
acting
The
short
ing for a "Sex and the City" analogy.
Best Television Series
or Comedy
is
minTuhde
the
band
which
But those are relatively minor harms
from
Adebime
films,
of
ing
the longest
30
Musical or Comedy
Walk the Line
Black
Radio,
the
and
TV
will
on
last about
Flag compared with the deep psychological
utes long. The showing
Desperate Housewives
"
singer Henry Rollins.
damage done by Kiefer Sutherland
an hour and a half.
Best Actress
Drama
Kate Leishnian, the coordinator of and his irritatingly gripping show.
The films intitule "Inja," "Sangam,"
Best Actress
Drama
Felicity Huffman: Trafisamerica
Late Night Activities and the inde"Mt. Head," "Das Rad," 'The First
But I'm not complaining. Really!
Geena Davis: Commander in
Three Lives of Stuart Hornsley" and pendent film presentations, is excited The simple fact is "24" is one of the
Chief
,
Best Actress
Musical or
"Deathdealer: A Documentary." The to Ik.' w atching the movies for the first best things I've ever seen, ever. And
Comedy
time with the students. According to more importantly (this is 'the point,'
films have earned critical acclaim from
Musical or
Best Actress
Reese Witherspoon: Walk the
Leishnian, Lite Night Activities has you see. I got a little caught up and
a variety of sources.
"Inja," "Mt.
Comedy
Line
selected an excellent group of films
had some trouble getting to it), TV
Head," and "Das Rail" were Academy
Mary-IlouiParker: Weeds
have
wide
distribution
a
"don't
that
show s are better on DVD than on
Award
nominees,
and
"Sangam"
was
Best Actor
Drama
smallfunded
a
because
lot
by
arc
actual television. The cumulative
official
selection
rate
Sundance
the
at
an
Best
Drama
Actor
Philip Seymour Hoffman
effect of 24 episodes of "24" is much
er companies." This event offers stuFilm Festival.
Hugh Laurie: House
watch
dents
these
the
to
films
a
six
opportunity
more powerful when it occurs over the
of
The
represent
range
Musical or
Best Actor
and
films
acclaimed
that
aren't
and
unique
themes
course of three days. Of course, that
stories.
styles,
genres,
Musical
or
Best Actor
Comedy
accessible.
aniwidely
is
for
"Mt.
an
Head,"
might mean I need to knock back
example,
Comedy
Joaquin Phoenix: Walk the Line
is
free.
Admission
this
For
which
some Valium and spend a few days in
event
to
mated
film
in
a
man
Japanese
Steve Carell: The Office
scheda
a white room in the country. But it's a
information,
seeds,
including
more
a
cherry
eats cherry
causing
Best Supporting Actress
films
ule
small price to pay. Besides, I need to
to
head.
independent
of
from
iiHouiing
his
tree to grow
Best Supporting Actress
Rachel Weisz: The Constant
be
this
visit
Late
is
shown
the
the
rest up before I tackle season three.
semester,
other hand, the
"Sangam," on
Sandra Oh: Grey's Anatomy
Gardener
at:
Web
I'm going for a new record
site
Activities
Night
i story of Raj and Vivek, two men who
24
episixle.s, 24 hours. It's going to be
www.wooster.edulowrylatenightin
confront one another on a New York
Best Supporting Actor
Best Supporting Actor
l)eatitiful.
diefilinpage.litin.
City subway and discuss their disillu
Paul Newman: Empire Falls
George Clooney: Syriana
'
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Scot swimmers return from Florida with tans
and passion; go 4-- 0 against Hiram and OWU
annual lOOxlOOs, a grueling workout.
Both teams shook off exhaustion
from their annual workout to sweep

Michelle Erickson
Sports Editor

i

past Hiram on Friday afternoon. "We
were very tired returning last
Wednesday, because we did our annual
100x1 00s swim set. Going into Friday's

Kim Chambers has remained
undefeated in 18 individual

events this season, extending
her streak with four individual
victories

'08 in the 800 freestyle. For the weekend the men's team combined for thirteen individual victories. Noble would
take home a team high three individual

crowns as he would w in the 100 backstroke and the 200 individual medley
on Saturday afternoon against Ohio

this weekend. The

men's team continued their
impressive season by improving to 1 overall and an
unblemished mark in the conference with a mark of
3-- 0.

,

The College of Wooster swimming
and diving teams completed a successful winter break last weekend with a
pair of North
Coast Athletic

also had impressive weekends as Julie
Pinzur '09 and Shannon Mclntyre '06
would collect a total of three individual
victories. Pinzur claimed both the one
and three meter titles on Friday while

(NCAC) sweeps at home.

The men's team dominated Hiram and

and powering past Ohio
147-9- 0.
The Scots are now
preparing for two
duels
in the next couple of weeks at Grove
City and Ohio Northern.
The teams began their winter break
with practices here on campus before
heading to sunny Florida for their
annual training trip. The trip involves
intensive training for their upcoming
conference
schedules
and
the

Mclntyre would win the three-metevent on Saturday afternoon against
er

'

Ohio Wesleyan.
The women swam very well collectively bringing home a total of ten individual titles. Lindsey Dorko "09 and

130-10-4

Wesleyan

non-confere-

nce

Conference and National meets in early
February and early March. "Our training trip went really well because we got
in some quality practices. We swam

collectively between the training
groups, over 1 10, 000 yards in the week
that we spent in Florida," said Patti
Ross '06. The teams returned to
Wooster early last week to prepare for
Hiram and Ohio Wesleyan with their

3--

On the women's side Kim Chambers
'06 remained undefeated on the season
and dominated the visitors to claim four,
individual titles as she won the 100 and
800 freestyles and the 200 freestyle and
100 fly. She would set a pool record on
Friday afternoon in the 800 freestyle
with a time of 9:30. U- "Kim Chambers
swam really well, continuing her winning streak, but a lot of other people
are having great
times as
well," added Ross. The women's divers
in-sea- son

H,

Ohio Wesleyan 120-9- 6
and 136-6- 0,
respectively. The women's team made it
a perfect weekend by outpacing Hiram

6--

-

6--

Conference

and 100 freestyle, and Ted Polley '08 in
the 400 and 1000 freestyle. The men's
team now holds an impressive 1 overall record and a 0 mark in the NCAC

Meggie Edwards "09 would both win a
pair of titles while Ross would add a
title in the 100 backstroke. Dorko
would take home top honors in the 100
breaststroke and 200 individual medley.
The women are now looking to fine
tune their events against Grove City
and Ohio Northern before heading to
the NCAC conference championships in
Canton on Feb. 1.
"We are less than
four weeks out from conference, so most
people on the team are getting excited,"

Farquhar '09 placed 16th in the
d
breaststroke
at the wooster Invitational as the men placed 6th overall.

William

100-yar-

Behind the stellar efforts of Kim Chambers '06 and Dan Noble
'07, the teams are a combined 10-- 4 with three weeks left until
the conference meet (Photo by Mac Buehler).
meet was hard and it was even harder
on Saturday, Everyone swam their
hearts out, especially on Saturday
because it was the senior's last home
meet," said Ross. Leading the men was
Dan Noble '07 early on Friday with a
victory over teammate Joe Witkowski

9-1-

Wesleyan.
Also recording multiple victories was
Matt Dominski 'OH in the 100 and 200
butterfly, Dustin Klein '09 in the
er

said Ross.

diving competition as he defeated
the competition against Hiram and
Ohio Wesleyan, Kyle Oaks '08 in the 50

week

one-met-

The Scots travel to Grove City this
weekend for a 1 P.M. duel and then finish up their duel schedule the following
with another ' non conference
at Ohio Northern, both of
which promise to be stiff competition.
match-u-p

Women's basketball loses overwinter
break, looks to reverse slide in next few games

Eight-bal- l:

--

--

Johann Weber
Voice Staff Writer
It's been a tough season for the
Women's basketball team 1,
NCAC), finding no luck with the promise of a new year. The women, who
started oft' struggling then seemed to
right themselves shortly before the
winter break began, have found themselves in a eight game losing streak.
They have no intention of keeping this
streak running, and with an upcoming
game against Allegheny (the results of
their most recent game against Kenyon
were not available at press time), they
have the opportunity to start a new win
streak with eight straight conference
games between Wednesday's game versus Kenyon and February 1th.
The women spent much of their
break in Wooster for training and winter competition, playing games against
John Carroll (final score
Mt.
),
Union
),
Kenyon
),
Oberlin
Denison (64-71-),
Hiram (64-6and Carnegie Mellon
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Head Coach Lisa Campanell Komara looks to rally the troops
as the women's basketball team is at the receiving end of a season-high
eight-gam- e
losing streak (Photo by Jeremy Hohertz).

With close games all season, the
team knows they can get back on track.
The women only lost by five points to
Kenyon earlier this season, and a victo-

Denison, fighting to take the game
back, they couldn't get within six

ry against them could provide a substantial momentum gain. While the
women struggled valiantly against

points of the lead and Denison's grip
on the scoreboard gave them the win.
The Scots battled for a victory

NCAC Standings
Wooster

2. )

Wittenberg

4. ) Wabash
5. )

Earlham

6. ) Denison

Hiram

(1-- 5)

(6-- 0)

(4-- 2)

4. ) Ohio Wesleyan
6. )

(1-- 5)

65-6-

th,

"I know they wanted Indy to win this game.

(4-- 2)

Allegheny

(2-- 4)

9. )

10. ) Oberlin

3. )

5. ) Denison

8.

)

(5-- 1)

(4-- 2)

5)

1

21-25-

(4-- 2)

(4-- 3)

7. )

Hiram (2-Earlham (2--

8. )

Wooster

4)

9. ) Oberlin

5)

(1-- 5)

(1-- 5)

(0-- 6)

The

whole world loves Peyton Manning, but come on
man, don't take the game away from us. I felt
they were cheating us. When the interception
happened, everybody in the world knew that was
an interception. Don't cheat us that bad. When
they did that, they really want Peyton Manning
and these guys to win the Super Bowl. They are
just going to straight take it for them. I felt that
they were like 'We don't even care if you know
we're cheating. We're cheating for them.'"

Standings as of Tuesday, ranked by conference record
NCAC Games of the week:
Men- - Ohio Wesleyan at Wooster, Saturday 7:30.
Women- - Kenyon at Allegheny

Back in Business
Hey everybody. Welcome back to
good ol Wootown. I sincerely hope
each and every one of you had a great
holiday season and winter break.
Personally, I used the time to do pretty
much nothing but sit around my house.
Well actually, that's a lie. I played
Mickey Mouse Yahtzee with my dad a
lot. It's a great game, but I have the

hardest time getting a yahtzee with
Daisy, 'cuz she sucks, apparently. Even
when the game was on the line, she
never helped me out If you ever see
her in the streets,
knock her over and
tell her Nicky sent
ya. She'll know
what's up.
I also had the
chance to spend

0
nickcross

some time with my
little cousins, Demetri and Christos.
They're Greek, in case you were confused about the names. They are very
active and they never stop running
around, but it makes sense because
they're five and three years old. My

sister Casey, babysits them and told me
that they're really into telling people,
Tm gonna punchkick you in the
penis." I laughed it off originally, but it
was no laughing matter when I had to
babysit them one night They kept
calling me a weiner-but-t,
or,
my personal favorite, weiner-peni- s.
The point is, peni (pronounced, peen-ey- e)
was on their minds. The night
went smoothly, with nd plots of
punching me in my junk, but as I was
saying goodbye, I picked up Christos
(the little one) for a hug, and then put
him down. I then picked up Demetri,
while Christos was just walking
around HUGE mistake. D's waist
region was at my stomach, leaving my
entire area unguarded. As I got my
kiss good night from D, I felt a strange
sensation and quickly realized that it
was Christos punching men the
crotch, over and over. It suuucked,
trust me. The moral of the story is, if
a kid tells you he's gonna punch you in
the penis, he is going to punch you in
the penis. There's noting you can do
to stop it.
Another thing I would like to call
attention to is the fact that I never had
a chance to talk about the guys' basketball team before break, because I was
forced into talking about the Rose
Bowl, which was still a month away.
Speaking of which, everyone who tried
to tell me that USC was gonna beat
mv Lomrhorns nw me a Slim lim
Don't ask why, that's just the payment
I came up with. Anyways, that Witt
game was one of the most exciting
butt-pen-

--

is,

-

n

games I have ever seen. Also, I hope a
bunch of you saw me there, because I
was rocking an old school Wooster jer-

representing my boy Tom Port,
33, while my good friend Andrew
Branch was wearing 20 to support a
certain Mr. Kyle Witucky (amazing
player). The jersey kinda smelled like
sey,

pits though, because I don't know if
they're really washed it since they
were used years ago, so I hope I didn't
make a bad armpit impression on any
one who was around me If I carried
an aura of stench, it was not my fault,
I promise. I would like to take this
time to congratulate the team for being
off to another great start They're 14--1,
with their sole loss coming in a double OT game, I believe. That's impressive, if you ask me, which you didn't,
but I asked myself so it's okay.
A lot of my friends have been asking
me w hether I got a tattoo over break,
and for those of you too timid to actually approach a start like me, I just
want to clear the air and explain that I
applied a hefty number of New

Quote of the Week

Wittenberg

2. ) Kenyon

(5-- 1)

(4-- 2)

Kenyon (1-Allegheny

7. )

1. )

(6-- 0)

3. ) Ohio Wesleyan

against Hiram last Wednesday, Jan. 1
tailing behind by eight points with 34
seconds remaining. The women took
hold of the game and brought the score
with eight seconds' remaining,
to
4

With their conference tournament
February
the women are
preparing to come back and take hold
of their season. Their eight straight
conference games are followed by a
game against Lake Erie, and then two
more conference games round out their
season. The Scots next home game is
Wednesday, Jan. 25th, against Earlham
Cpllege at 3:00 P.M.

Women's Basketball

Men's Basketball
1. )

shooting one last jumper before the
clock ran out, but it glanced off the rim
and the Terriers took home the win.
None of these losses will mean anything if the women can turn their
streak around; enough games are left
(11, not counting the NCAC tournament) to put the Scots back into contention. This could be a major challenge, especially with games against
Wittenberg and Oberlin, teams which
gave the women two of their worst
losses this season. Their game against
Kenyon will play a tremendous role in
their conference hopes, as Kenyon is
ranked second in the NCAC and is the
defending conference champion, having
won the tournament in 2005.
Strong performances by Carly
Loehrke '07, who is currently ranked
fifth in the NCAC in scoring, and
numerous other players including
Jennifer Copeland '08, Maria Gonzalez
'07 and Meredith Wilson '09 have
helped the women play great games all

9

Joey Porter on the officiating in Pittsburgh's
victory over the Indianapolis Colts.

England Patriots tattoos to various
areas of my body last week. I did it
because I love them and I'm not
ashamed to admit it, even after they
lost to the Broncos. Now, I'm not
gonna say they deserved to lose that
game, but as my friend Nick Jones put
it it seems as though there was a concerted effort by the league and referees
to keep the Patriots from winning the
Super Bowl again. That pass interference call was one of the worst calls
EVER in the postseason, as it came at
a critical point in the game and was
devastating. The Broncos scored two

TD's on questionable calk If you take
those 14 points away, they'd be tied
with the Patriots, so what I'm trying to
say is that I still love them and I'll
never abandon my boys.
Oh yeah, the refs also made a bad
call when they ruled Polamalu's interception an incomplete pass. Whatever.
By. Nick "I love these cupcakes like
McAdams loves Gosling" Cross

10
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Scots advance to impressive 15-- 1 record;
matchup with 1 Witt looms in two weeks
In the first

Chris Sweeney
Sports Editor
ek

(--

93-9-

0).

(6-0-

Illinois-Wesleya-

10

9--

one-poi-

six-poi-

ps

the game alive by blockpotential game winning shot at

'07 who kept

ing a
the end of regulation.

Baldwin
lead before

0

run. The
Yellow Jackets climbed back tying it up
at 95 and then again at 97. Each team
had a shot to win the game with 50 seconds left, but neither could capitalize.
Wooster took off on a

While the students at Wooster were
winter vacaenjoying a nice four-wetion, the Scots men's basketball team
endured a seven game stretch, five
being on the road, entering the run at
0
The Scots emerged from the
run with a blemish on their record,
),
but thanks to a
falling to 14- -1
loss from the previously number one
n,
the Scots
ranked
reclaimed their number two ranking
on D3hoops.com.
home
After a convincing 133-1win over Westminster (Pa.) on Dec. 18,
the Scots prepared for their home tournament, the Mose HoleKiwanis
Tournament. The Scots first round
opponent would be the Baldwin
Wallace Yellow Jackets, a former Ohio
Athletic Conference (OAC) rival of
Wooster, who entered the game ranked
17th in the nation.
Overall, the teams changed leads 12
times with nine ties. The Yellow
Jackets got off to a 0 run. The Scots
had to play catch up and eventually
tied the game up at 13, then taking a
lead before Baldwin
nt
brief
Wallace gained control. The Scots
would tie it again at 25. Neither team
could mount more than a four point
lead for the rest of the half ending,
with James Cooper '08 putting the
with a last
Scots up by one 50-4-9
minute jump shot.
The second half picked up w here the
first left off, except this time the Scots
nt
leads on
were able to build
four different occasions. As time ran
down, Baldwin Wallace jumped out to
a 10-- 0 run putting the Yellow Jackets
After exchanging buckets,
up 79-7-5.
the Scots still found themselves down
86-8- 1
with less than two minutes
remaining. Tom Port '06 then
answered the call putting in two lay-uand after Baldwin Wallace made a
free throw, Andy Van Horn '07 put in
off of a Port assist to
another lay-u- p
tie it at 87. But it was Tim Vandervaart
8--

overtime,

Wallace mounted a

5--

0

points that night, a career high for
Davis. Port put up a double double
with 30 points along with 15 rebounds
leading the team in each. Vandervaart
also had a double double with 15
points and 10 rebounds. Brandon
Johnson '09 tallied up a career high 15

wins over College of New Jersey
and Washington and Jefferson

97-9-

62-5-

in

Hilton

1

1--

6--

76

With the new semester just under
way - students and classes getting
into gear one season continues in
full force. Not winter, rather the
intramural sports season that took a
brief hiatus during winter break and
opened up with floor hockey playoffs
earlier this week. Floor hockey is an
example one of the many intramural
choices the college provides to its
students.
Any skill level can participate in
intramural sports, and they are perfect for students who have an interest in staying active without providing the time commitment to playing
in a varsity sport. Besides, there are
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Sports staff.

IM Volleyball (Fall)
Scotty doesn't know
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IM Softball (Fall 2005)
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Fall intramural sports winners
IM Soccer (Fall)

-

82-6-

Floor hockey playoffs highlight IM Spring season
Voice Staff Writer

No, I'm not talking about USC's
loss to Texas... I couldn't care less.

I'm graduating in four months. Yes,
all you seniors ... flip out, because I
am. It's been one wild ride', and I'm
nowhere near ready for it to end. I
got too
many... err, too
much to do.
On to sports.
Holler at my chlo
rinated friends
i
the Wooster swim shabadthadani
team went a com- bined 0 this past weekend. Look
out Kenyon.
V3
got
So the Colts started off 13-so many people on their bandwagon
that it toppled over, and then went
to end the season and lost to the
Steelers at home. First Foxboro and
the cold was the problem; now
apparently Peyton has some "pass
protection problems." Oooh it's
in
going to be a wild
Hoosierland. The Seahawks are now
favorites to win the 'Bowl with concussed running back Shaun
Alexander, but don't count out the
Steelers yet, they're 0 on the road
in playoff games this season, and Big
Ben is passing the Roethlisberger out
of opposing secondaries. Sean Taylor
of the Redskins spat on someone
and, in my opinion, should have got1
ten jacked in the face. Imagine if the
Brandon Johnson '09 has been a defensive stalwart as the Scots
refs in the NFL allowed players to go
at it a la the NHL, as long as they
look to go deep into March again (Photo by Jeremy Hohertz).
took their helmets and wide receiver
In the second overtime, Baldwin
points. Kyle Witucky '06 and Will
gloves off. Hah! SportsCenter would
Wallace put together a comfortable
were also in double figures with 14
look like a WWE documentary.
but Evan Will '08 and 1 1 points each. Witucky was also
lead at 107-1In NBA news, Lakers fans (all
would cut the lead down to two by
seven of us) can breathe a sigh of '
turnover free until the second overmaking his third three pointer of the time and led the team in assists with
relief. Shaq and Kobe have called it a
five.
season. However Baldwin Wallace
truce. Now we can focus on basketanswered on the other side and proball, "which is exactly what league-- 1
"It was a tough loss," said Port. "We
tected their lead with clutch free throw
played really well but came up short.
leading scorer Bryant is doing, leadshooting." The Yellow Jackets ended
Since then we worked to improve on
ing the "they're gonna stink so bad"
the Scots undefeated run by the count our team defense and just strived to
Lakers to a 7 record.
in two overtimes.
of 1
Meanwhile, the Pistons are chasplay better basketball. Ultimately our
The loss marks the first time since
trek over break was successful."
ing MJ and his 0 record, but
1985 that the Scots would be playing
someone is going to sneak into Ben
The Scots would bounce back from
in the" consolation game of their own
Wallace's house; chloroform his 14
the loss in the consolation game defeatsiblings and then buzzcut his afro,
tournament. Tori Davis from Baldwin
Wooster would coning Thiel 129-8Wallace set a tournament record 44- and that's gonna be the end of that.
tinue, mounting a five game run with
I'm thinking someone small, like Earl
Boykins. Or my friend Jessica Sender.
can't decide whether to play
for America or the Dominican
many intramural sports offered that and still nave tun. i hat s why we arena.
So if you haven't tried an intramuare not played at a varsity level. have different leagues - A, B, and C -Republic in the World Baseball
Students can experiment and experifor most sports" said Intramural ral sport yet, what are you waiting Classic. Listen, I'm an economist.
ence sports they have perhaps never Director and Basketball Head Coach for? "We had great participation this America is paying you $252 million
fall in intramural sports" said Coach
Steve Moore.
played before.
dollars over 10 years. That's more
Moore. The most popular sports of than the GDP of 73 countries. I
Some students are quite competiFrom the College of Wooster's
tive when it comes to IM sports. the fall were floor hockey, soccer, know you love the Dominican
Web site, "The intramural program
Brendan Murphy '07 refuses to beat broomball and flag football, respecat Wooster seeks to provide an
Republic, your ancestry lies there,
"Real
around
the bush,
men are made tively, with the running total of parhow could you not? Blood is thicker
opportunity with students, faculty
field
on the IM football
and staff to be involved in organized
eight yards ticipants hovering around 1,200 peothan water right? Yes, but money is
!!
Whether you're looking for thicker than blood.
physical activity and positive use of at a time". For others, like Matt Blint ple.
Duke still hasn't been beaten yet,
leisure time." Other sports offered '06, there's more to IM sports than exercise, to meet new people, prove
developing masculinity "Having an your masculinity, or bask in the glory and they don't look like they're about
by the college include table tennis,
soccer, Softball, volleyball, tennis, - IM floor hockey season is great of the intramural arena, intramural to be stopped. I won't say the dreaded "U" word, because someone said
because there is no real hockey team sports are for you. With the compet
flag football, kickboxing, floor hockthat to the Colts and they deflated
at this school, club or varsity," said itive floor hockey tournament wrapbasketball.
ey, and
"Intramural sports provide an Blint "and I need to play sports so I ping up right now, be on the lookout like a cheap balloon. J.J. Redick is
don't just sit around all of the time. soon for upcoming sports, both team trying to snag the lead role in the
opportunity for people at all different levels of skill to participate. You Actually, I do it for the glory that can and individual, and get yourself upcoming "White Men can't jump,
betbe found within the intramural
but they can shoot the
signed up.
can be pretty good or not as good
ter than yo' mama". He can't sign the
contract yet, because if he takes
money, he loses his eligibility and
Coach K gets a Krzyzewski. That's
Ukrainian for a migraine.
IM Floor Hockey playoffs
IM Basketball (Winter)
The Australian Open has begun.
'
- Team OhioCanada
Winners
Martina Hingis is making a comehave
- Ryan Matura
back after a three-ye- Dougie Harpers
injury layoff I
she's
still
hot.
wonder
if
They
- Will Norton
cover,
- Team New England
inserted some screws and plates into
- Tim Wyatt
-- FSU
her ankle, so maybe now she's hot
Voice
- Grant Simmons
with cankles. Roger Federer is such a
TheHas-Been- s
favorite on the men's side, that book- Fallopian Teapots
ies are losing money if he doesn't
Winners
win. If you bet $1 on him winning
all
Send
to
applications
- The Odd Lotters
- Rob Ashmead
the tournament, and he does,
get
Shabad Thadani, Chris a total of 98 cents back. Well, you
- Mighty Miller
not
- Dierre Taylor
Sweeney or Michelle
exactly, but I'm just trying to show
- Go Banana!
- Derek Smith
you how much better he is than the
Erickson.
- Pen
15
rest of the field.
Michael Owen, 'arguably England's
- Love Puddles
IM Broomball (Fall)
voicesportswooster.edf.
prolific striker in the last five
most
- Slipnuts, Part Deux
- Hockey Gobblers
years has broken his fifth metatarsal
in his right foot. For those of you
who are
soccer fans, you
6
SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
will recall that this is the same injury
sustained by David Beckham before
assist
A group of faculty and staff who are' available to confidential
the last World Cup in Korea-Japa- n
in
o
fhncp
whn know mirvivorS of Sexual assault. TOT
.ufuiunrt n( nr
With
the
2006
2002.
tournament
assistance contact:
Io
just months away, one has to wonder
00
Ext. 2319
Longbrake
whether England's injury jinx will
Nancy Anderson
n
2357
Ext.
325
Luce
W
Bader
Mary
come back to haunt them yet again.
Ext. 2256
Luce 311
O n
p 00 f?
Pam Frese
I think that's about all I have.
X
Ext 2543
Wishart 118
Shirley Huston-Flndle- y
Tiger Woods is a stud. So is Michael
Ext 2301
The Lilly Housi
Dlanna Rhyan
Schumacher, Muhammad Ali,
Ext. 2208
WestminsteryChurch
Carroll Meyer
cn
Michael Jordan, Wayne (iretzky and
Ronaldinho. Welcome back to the
2319
a
or
Ext
Students may also contact the Collegeounselors at
world of sports.
Wooster
the
contact
assault,
report
To
an
Camrnis Minister at Ext. 2602.
Ext
at
3333,
Security
264
or
911
(emergencies)
o330
City Police at
By Shabad "One Ihlla an' Fitly
2590.
Cent' Thadani.
0.

AndyBoylan
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Garden InnJacksons
Classic. The Scots returned to North
Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC)
play on January 1 1th, with a win over
Allegheny 102-7- 1 and then a key win
over Wabash 1
to improve to 0
in the conference and 14-- 1 overall.
The Wabash win was key, giving
the Scots a two game edge over the
Little Giants in the NCAC standings. Even though the Scots won by
35 points, the game was closer than
it looked. The Scots didn't break
away until the end of the first half,
lead to a
.going from a three-poi- nt
45-3- 7
eight-poi- nt
halftime lead.
Wabash came back in the second half
until about the midway point when
the Scots went on a 12-- 3 run going
and never looking back.
1
up
"We haven't had a home game in
about month so to finally come home
will feel really good," said Port. "We
have a tough week ahead, Ohio
Wesleyan is playing really well lately. Were in for a tough game."
On Wednesday night the Scots
improved to 15-- 1 overall and 0 in
the NCAC with a 102-9- 1
win over
Hiram. The details of the win were
not available at press time.
The Scots 0 conference record
gives them sole possession of first
place in the NCAC, Wittenberg is in
second now at 1 with a 77-6- 0
win
over Ohio Wesleyan to break their
tie for second. Even though Wooster
beat Wittenberg, the D3hoops.com
polls have the Tigers ranked number
one in the nation to Wooster's number two. The two will meet again on
February 4th in Springfield to decide
who is the best in' Division III if
their rankings hold up.
Until- then, Wooster will try to
maintain their number two ranking
by playing host Xo Ohio Wesleyan
tomorrow night in Timken'gym.
The Bishops will be desperate for a
win to remain in the NCAC title
hunt after losing to Wittenberg on
is at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday. Tip-o- ff
The-- Scots will then return to the
road
this
Kenyon
against
is at 6 p.m.
Wednesday. Tip-o- ff
the

Say it ain't so!!!
$19.99 for ice cream

Team Ramrod

IM Tennis Doubles (Fall)
Nick Cross and T.J. Porter
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